MONOME-DINOME (60-120 plaintext letters)

Choose a keyword for a 3x8 box, with I/J and two other letters (e.g. Y/Z) sharing entries. Place eight digits above the columns and the remaining two on the second and third rows of the box. The order of the digits may be selected with the box keyword or in any other way (for example, RMASTERTON 6318927054).

Using the first two numbers as rows and the rest as column numbers).

```
1 8 9 2 7 0 5 4
N O T A R I E S
6 B C D F G H K L
3 M P Q U V W X Y
```

Letters in the top row are encrypted with a single digit, the column digit, and letters in the second and third rows with the row digit followed by the column digit.

pt: h i g h f r e q u e n c y k e y s s h o r
t: 60 0 67 60 62 7 5 39 32 5 1 68 34 65 5 34 4 4 60 8 7

t e n c i p h e r t e x t
9 5 1 68 0 38 60 5 7 9 5 35 9

CT: 60067 60627 53932 51683 46553 44460 87951 68038 60579 5359.